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50+ HIGH PAYING AFFILIATE PROGRAMS
Introduction

Who needs the 9-5 grind and struggling to pay rent when you can easily make money online?

Your office can be wherever you open the laptop. More and more people quitting their day job to do remote work.

According to a study, by Global Workplace Analytics and FlexJobs, the remote workforce has grown by 159% since 2005, and remote workers will make up as much as 50% of the entire workforce by 2020, thanks to the ease of making money online.

Making money online gives you the choice of living wherever you want. You can work from home or you can travel the world.

Every day, thousands of publishers benefit from a recurring cash inflow by partnering up with other companies via affiliate programs.

Affiliate marketing is one of the best ways to monetize your blog, especially when you don’t sell products or services. Joining an affiliate program can get you exclusive access to new content and special deals for your audience -- all while earning you more money.
What Is An Affiliate Program?

Simply put, an affiliate program is an agreement in which a business pays another business or influencer ("the affiliate") a commission for sending traffic and/or sales their way.

One can promote affiliate products through web content, social media, or a product integration. The affiliate gets a unique link (an "affiliate link") from which clicks can be tracked -- typically using cookies.

You will often come across the terms "cookie length" or "cookie life", which simply define how long the cookie will be tracking the user’s online activity.

For example, if a cookie has a 30-day life, your referral needs to make a purchase within 30-days of clicking your affiliate link in order for you to get paid -- otherwise the lead will no longer be trackable.
Why Should You Be An Affiliate Marketer?

If you’re like me, when you join affiliate programs, your primary goal is to make commissions by recommending products so that you wake up in the morning to something like this:

Get out of bed and see that you have $957.60 in your bank account from a single affiliate sale.

If you want to learn how to start a blog and take part in this market projected to hit $6.8 billion by 2020, keep reading.

This list includes affiliate programs to join in standard categories like web hosting, website builders, VPN, and travel.

If you don’t have a website yet to make money with affiliate marketing, I recommend you launch one with WordPress.

Ultimately, you can set up a site with Bluehost for just $2.95/month.

Disclaimer: Some of the links in this guide are affiliate links that may provide me with a small commission at no cost to you.
What Are The Best Affiliate Programs?

Web hosting is one of the most popular affiliate marketing categories in the world. Every new website requires a host.

Therefore, most affiliates that write about marketing, starting an online business, or blogging end up joining web hosting affiliate programs first.

Here are best high paying web hosting affiliate programs:

**Web Hosting Affiliate Programs**

1 - **BlueHost**: The Bluehost affiliate program is super popular in the web hosting space. With their plans starting at $2.95/month and one-time payouts starting at $65+, the cost barrier is low, and the commissions are high.

If you still need to launch your affiliate website, click my link below to get 63% off your [Bluehost plan](#).

2 - **Hostinger**: Hostinger is another popular web hosting platform that can offer affiliates up to $150 per sale on a tiered pricing structure.

Their affiliate partner program offers a base payout of around $60, with the opportunity to make up to $150. And since their small business and WordPress plans have a 90% discount and start at $0.99/month, they boast excellent conversion rates.

3 - **A2 Hosting**: A2 Hosting is another popular hosting affiliate program that offers high payout and store 90-days cookie. You earn more for every sale based on the amount of sales you deliver each month.

In fact, you can earn up to $140 per if you could close 31+ sale. They also offer a $5 second tier commission! That means for each user you refer to our affiliate program, you earn $5 per sale they make!

4 - **CloudWays**: The Cloudways web hosting affiliate program offers high payouts, long recurring commissions, and three flexible payout models for their affiliates. For one-time payouts, you can either earn up to $125 per sale based on your performance tier.

Additionally, you can use their hybrid model and get $30 per sale plus a 7% monthly lifetime commission for the life of the customer.
5 - **SiteGround**: SiteGroud offers high commissions with weekly payouts and short withhold period. Initially you get $50 per sale but after 21+ sales you can ask them for custom commissions for each sale.

Promoting **SiteGround** is easy because it is a popular hosting provider among bloggers and webmasters.

6 - **DreamHost**: Join the DreamHost affiliate program to get cash quickly. Earn up to $200 per referral! It is a partner with the managed WordPress solution that's officially recommended by WordPress.org

7 – **WPX Hosting**: By joining their affiliate program, you can earn up to $100 per sale based on performance and traffic levels. Commission payouts is as soon as 35 days complete after signup. You can access to your affiliate manager directly through skype on mon-fri.

8 – **HostGator**: By promoting HostGator, you can earn up to $100 per sign up and get flexible commission structures and your co-branded landing pages and offers.

By joining their program, you get a dedicated affiliate account manager and access to marketing tools like banners, text links, and excellent article content, and email templates. They’re a great web host when starting an affiliate site as well.

9- **Kinsta Hosting**: Become a Kinsta affiliate and get true profit sharing. Earn up to $500 for every referral +10% monthly recurring lifetime commissions.

Partner with us and we’ll share what we earn. This is the best hosting affiliate deal you’ll find in the industry.
Website Affiliate Programs

After web hosting as the most popular affiliate category, website builders like Wix, Squarespace, Elementor, and Thrive builder.

1 - **Elementor PRO**: Elementor PRO has excellent conversion rates, Elementor practically sells itself. They work really hard to make Elementor the revolutionary website builder tool. You can earn $50 per sale by promoting Elementor PRO. It has over 4,000,000 active installs, over 3K five star reviews and one of the top 15 wordpress plugins.

2 - **Thrive Builder**: Thrive themes is a popular website builder among bloggers and webmasters. You get affiliate commission of 35% for each sale you make as well as 25% recurring commission. You can get your commission into your account through paypal as soon as you reach $20.

3 - **Shopify**: Shopify is the world’s most popular ecommerce website builder, boasting 400,000 merchants and a substantial 200% commission on paid stores. With their name recognition comes stable conversion rates. Plus, their website features helpful affiliate FAQs and promotion ideas.

4 - **Wix**: Wix is another high-quality website builder with an insane 100 million users. They provide their affiliates with $100 per sale and feature a lot of great landing pages to use in multiple languages.

5 - **Weebly**: Weebly is a simple website builder with an impressive 40 million+ users. It is not the most advanced website builder, but their drag and drop interface makes it very easy to build a quick website. They offer a 30% recurring commission for as long as the customer is active, and feature a generous 120-day cookie window.

6 - **Sellfy**: Sellfy is a full-featured ecommerce tool built for bloggers and creators who want to sell digital products, subscriptions, and physical goods. Their affiliate program provides a 25% recurring commission for one year. They have a strong affiliate manager that I know who can provide affiliates with help on content and other collaborations.

7 - **3Dcart**: 3Dcart is a fast-growing ecommerce platform that hosts its own program and offers a 300% commission for paid conversions. They boast reliable conversion rates and have accommodating Affiliate Managers that lend a helping hand. Additionally, you earn $2 for valid lead and have a 45 days cookie.

8 - **Site123**: Site123 is another famous website builder that allows you to create mobile-friendly websites with a lot of templates to choose from and a simple user interface. Their affiliate program provides up to $182 payouts, and you can only withdraw your funds after you receive $300 of commissions.
VPN Affiliate Programs

Here are the best VPN affiliate programs:

1 - **IPVanish**: IPVanish is one of the best VPN services on the market and boasts some of the best payouts in the VPN industry.

One-month package: 100%, then 35% recurring. 3-month package: 40%, then 35% recurring. 1 & 2 year package: 40%, then 30% recurring.

2 - **ExpressVPN**: Founded in 2009, ExpressVPN is one of the most popular options for users looking to protect their privacy online. They offer high one-time payouts based on the plan a user signs up for: 1 month is $13, 6 months is $22, and 12 months is $36.

3 - **NordVPN**: NordVPN’s commissions are based on the subscription plan ordered by the customer, including 100% at one month, and 40% for 6 months, one year, and two year plans.

They also have strong conversion rates and dedicated account managers to help you drive sales.

4 - **StrongVPN**: StrongVPN has been around since 2006 and has a popular affiliate program. They pay every month and offer up to a 200% payout for sales generated.

5 - **PureVPN**: PureVPN has one of the most fun programs, with contests, a reward system, and custom notifications letting you know when you’ve made a sale.

Similar to others on this list, they offer 100% for month one, and 40% for longer plans.
Best Recurring Affiliate Programs

While many of the best affiliate programs offer one-time CPA payouts after a sale, others provide a recurring payout ever month. A recurring program is when an affiliate makes a commission for selling a site’s product on a recurring (or monthly) basis.

Here are my picks for the best recurring programs:

1- **Pabbly Plus**: The highest converting product is Pabbly Plus – a package that includes all Pabbly apps with their unlimited features at the price of a single product. On a single sale of Pabbly products, you get the minimum payout of $183.

2 - **Buzzsprout**: This popular podcast host offers a 20% recurring payout, and they even provide new users with a $20 Amazon gift card to help increase conversion rates. I support Buzzsprout on my podcast hosting page, and they have an excellent marketing manager that can help with content ideas and promotions.

3 - **Thinkific**: Thinkific is another popular online course platform, and they offer a 20% recurring. I made $956 from a single Thinkific sale.

4 - **IPVanish**: IPVanish makes this recurring list as well since they are the best VPN service on the market and have some of the best payouts in the VPN industry. They also have an outstanding affiliate manager.

5 - **Leadpages**: Leadpages is a famous landing page builder that helps users build dedicated web pages with forms and calls-to-action. Their affiliate program provides a repeating 30%.

6 - **Teachable**: Teachable is an online course platform that allows bloggers and website owners to build their classes to sell to their students. They offer a 30% repeating payout.

7- **GetResponse**: GetResponse is another email marketing service that offers a 33% recurring commission. They are another excellent email marketing affiliate program.

8 - **SEMRush**: SEMRush is an influential SEO tool website owners can use to track keywords, conduct site audits, and view competitive insights in their online marketing. Their program is called BeRush, and they offer their affiliate partners a 40% commission.

9 - **Aweber**: Aweber is email marketing software that is great for businesses and marketing teams because of their email templates and design features. They offer a 30% recurring rate.
Best Recurring Affiliate Programs

10 - ConvertKit: ConvertKit is one of my favorite email marketing tools as it’s great for bloggers.

They have a visual automation builder and can create triggers based on website actions and actions inside of emails. A friend of mine runs their program, and they offer a 30% per month.

11 - Elegant Themes: Elegant Themes is a WordPress theme library consisting of 87 easy-to-use themes and over 550,000 customers.

If you’re a blogger and want to recommend themes to your readers, you can send traffic to Elegant Themes and get a high ticket 50% recurring payout.

12 - NinjaOutreach: NinjaOutreach is an all-in-one influencer marketing tool. It helps you perform outreach, find influencer email addresses, build email lists, and grow your content promotion efforts. They used to offer 50% recurring but now provide 20%.

13 - SpyFu: SpyFu is another SEO tool focused on competitive insights. You can use their tool to download data on a competitor’s top organic and paid keywords. They feature a 40% persistent payment.

14 - ClickFunnels: ClickFunnels is a popular landing page builder, and they offer a 40% payout on all sales. They have a lot of different ads and courses you can promote and an intuitive dashboard to grab your links.

15 - OptinMonster: OptinMonster is another great tool for list building and have a great affiliate product you can promote. You can earn $20 on per confirmed sale.
Best Marketing and Business Affiliate Programs

Here are the best marketing and business affiliate programs that you can promote.

1. **Unbounce**: Unbounce’s Affiliate program is impressive, with the opportunity to earn 20% of the recurring revenue for every customer you refer to Unbounce.

2. **HubSpot**: As a HubSpot affiliate, the commission you’ll receive will depend on the product tier of each product your referral has purchased. It stores 90 days cookie and you can earn affiliate commission up to $1000 per product purchased.

3. **Fiverr**: Fiverr has a few products you might promote on your own website or blog — including Fiverr, Fiverr Pro, and Fiverr Learn. You can get affiliate commission between $15-50 for fiverr CPA and 30% of every fiverr Learn course order.

4. **Constant Contact**: Constant Contact offers powerful email marketing tools for small businesses, bloggers, and entrepreneurs. You get $5 for each referral that signs up for a free trial, and $105 when your referrals pay for a new account.

5. **Shareasale**: Shareasale gives you $30 for each qualified affiliate that signs up through your links. This affiliate must sign up with shareasale.com as an affiliate, and generate at least $20 in commission in order for you to receive the $30.

6. **Volusion**: Volusion is an e-commerce solution that enables small businesses to create, manage, and expand their online stores. Affiliates get paid a 200% commission on the referred customer's first monthly payment, which can range anywhere from $29 to $299.

7. **Amazon Associates**: Amazon Associates pays commissions between 1% and 10%, depending on the category the product purchased falls under. The most valuable items to promote are clothes and luxury beauty products, both of which can earn you a 10% cut on the price.

8. **eBay Partner Network**: The eBay Partner Network pays a commission of 50% to 70% of auction fees -- not the sale price. For each item sold, eBay gets a cut by charging the seller an auction fee. You then earn a percentage of the revenue eBay earns from that purchase, based on the product category.

9. **Hammacher Schlemmer**: Hammacher Schlemmer is America’s longest-running catalog with a lifetime of over 150 years, and continues to successfully sell items ranging from electronics to travel to outdoor living. They offer 8% commission on any product you’re able to sell through your own website or blog.
Best Marketing and Business Affiliate Programs

10 - Spocket: Spocket, a dropshipping supplier, wholesaler, and distributor of high-quality United States and European products, enables entrepreneurs to choose products to sell from thousands of dropshipping suppliers around the world.

They also offer an incredibly impressive affiliate program — you can make up to $450 for each customer you find for Spocket, and you’ll continue to collect commission off your referral’s Spocket account as long as they remain a customer.

11 - Murad: Murad’s affiliate program pays 11% in commissions. With an average order size of $90, affiliates can expect to earn close to $10 per referral. You are provided with dynamic banners and text links to promote Murad products.

12 - TripAdvisor: TripAdvisor is a popular travel site that’s primarily known for its local reviews of things to do. They also allow you to book hotels, vacation packages, restaurant reservations, and more.

They offer an incredible 50% with a decent cookie duration of 14 days. Based on their referral fees, they are my #1 choice for the best in the travel category.

13 - TravelPayouts: Their travel affiliate marketing platform offers up to an 80% commission, but the average is 1.6% for flights and 6% for hotel bookings. Their cookie duration is 30 days.

14 - Expedia: Expedia is a major global travel brand that is the parent company of others on this list. They allow their affiliates to promote over 260,000 bookable properties with 150 websites in 70+ countries.

15 - Marriott: Marriott is another hotel brand offering a large selection of hotels to promote in their program. They offer 3% for vacation packages and 4-6% for hotels. They provide a cookie length of 7 days.
Final Words

No matter which one of the best affiliate program you want to join, there are a ton of different high ticket categories to match your unique interests.

First, when choosing a program, remember to check the commission rates, average order values (AOV), average earnings per click (EPC), and cookie durations.

Second, look into if the program is recurring, or provides one-time payments.

Finally, choose a niche that matches your interests, and you can passionately promote.

The affiliate market is growing as fast as ever, and the opportunities are wide open.

Remember, the first step is to build your affiliate website on WordPress.

First, to create your affiliate site, I recommend you get started with Bluehost for 63% off, or just $2.95/month.

Second Checkout this step-by-step guide on how to start a blog if you haven't started one.

In this tutorial, you’ll learn:

- How to choose a profitable blog niche
- How to buy a web hosting
- How to write a SEO optimized blog post
- How to make money blogging
- …and lots more.